ULTRAFLEX DISASSEMBLING PROCESS

First of all remove the container push the button and pull it out

To take out the hose airchannel pull out the hose (on both sides)
You can remove the filter holder with the filter by lifting it up and then pulling it out:
Lift the ears of the filter grill and then pull it out
Then the filter easily removable:
Turn the hose connection cover anticlockwise then get it off

Need to broke the fixing ear with a significant push from closing ring
Now you can easily unroll the closing ring.
Take out 6 screws from the product:
Separate the lid from the base with the help of a screwdriver then sever them:
To remove the bottom part separate it from the upper part:
Disconnect the front lid from the side cover on both sides:
Remove the side panels from the fine dust lid
Pull out the lock of the fine dust cover then lift it off
To take off the cyclone remove the screws

Then pull backwards the cyclone
Disconnect the wires

Remove the screws
Then separate the cord winder from the product.

After disconnecting the wires you’ll be able to lift up the PCBs.
Remove five screws then lift up the motor wall
Pull out the suspension ring (at the assembling pay attention to placing the wires to their ribs)

After this move you can easily lift up the motor.
**Note!**

Before new closing ring placed to cleaner front, need to do all necessary function test. When cleaner OK, the proper ring can be placed:

If broken part placed back, closing ring can turn off easily by proper usage of customer!!!